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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

The first chapter of this research work consists of general background, meaning

of the code switching and code mixing, different between code switching and

code mixing, causes of code switching and code mixing, introduction to

Gandaki Hospital, general background of the hospital, word class, word

formation, review of related literature, objectives of the study, significance of

the study and meaning other related specific terms.

1.1 General Background

Human beings are endowed with a precious gift; language by nature. It is very

difficult to define what language is. But the most common definition of

language is a system of communication or the vehicle used for the sake of

communication. Although there are many other means of communication as

gustatory system of communication, olfactory system of communication, tactile

system of communication, kinesis system of communication, etc., language is a

primary means of communication for human beings. We would be no different

from roaring and grunting beasts. Roaring, mooing, cawing, bellowing and

chirping may have some communicative value but obviously insignificant

compared to dialogues, speech, interaction, predictions, story writing, etc. We

use our language for innumerable functions. It is voluntary vocal system of

human communication. It is also known as universal human phenomenon in the

sense that no other grunting beasts in this universe use the language as human

beings do. We cannot think of any social, academic and artistic activities going

on without language. So language is species specific.The scholars like Konrad

Lorenz, Karl von Frisch, etc. tried to find out the characteristics of language in

animal communication but they could not. Some animals and birds only seem
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to be produced some human sounds without understanding their meaning but

they only copy those human sounds and hence cannot use for communication.

That is why language is completely human phenomenon.

In a layman sense, language may be defined as a means of human

communication. But, in fact, it is so broad and universally accepted

human phenomenon in which versatile and complex code is used for

communication. It is dynamic and open system which permits to express

ideas, thoughts, views, feelings, desires, emotions, etc. Besides, being the

storehouse and medium of communication, it is only the powerful

instrument of thinking which dissipates the superfluous nervous energy,

transfer knowledge from one generation to other, set the motions as in

charms and incantations, etc. It is the use of language which makes our

life sweet or bitter, progress or failure and well- known or unknown. Otto

Jesperson (1904) has stated, "Language is not end in itself ....... it is a way

of connection between souls, a means of communication" (as cited in

Bastakoti, p. 2). Sapir (1921, p. 8) has defined, "Language is purely

human and non-instinctive method of communication ideas, emotions,

and desires by means of voluntarily produced symbols". Wardhaugh

(1985, p. 86) has defined code as:

A language or a variety of language is a code which can be used to refer

to any kind of system that two or more people employ for communication.

People are always faced with code choices when they speak on a

particular occasion. When you open your mouth, you must choose a

particular language, dialect, style, register or variety that is, a particular

code.

Human languages have meaningful symbols that people are involved in

cerain chain of communication by using a particular produced symbol
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system according to the desire of the speakers. So it is not end but there

are limited numbers of rules from where we can create unlimited number

of sentences. Human beings are occupied by birth; there is special

language device in our mind that Chomsky called LAD i. e. language

acquisition device. Similarly, Richards et al. (1985, p. 21) have stated,

"Code is a system of signals, which can be used for sending a message. A

natural language is an example of a code and medium through which a

code is sent is called channel" (as cited in Bastakoti, p. 2).

Language is the natural medium that human beings are gifted in order to

communicate each other. In that process, there is a systematic channel to

convey the signals from one person to another i. e. we called code or

language. There is no superior and inferior language linguistically but in

fact, we consider the role of language it plays. Some languages have

dominant role in particular situation where others have different. Among

the languages which plays the dominant role in particular situation,

English is an international language having the richest store of

vocabulary. It is the most dominant language in the universe where a

person seems to be a misfit in the present modern world if he/she does not

possess the knowledge of English. It has become the cry of the day.

The world becomes a small global village where people from one place to

another reach easily, know the current events in a second, watch behavior of

the different countries at one corner of the house and also know the knowledge

of different languages. English is a must to keep the strong relationship

between and among them. Without the knowledge of English, we cannot be

modernized ourselves with other people of the countries. In the context of

Nepal, there is a long history of English language taught as a foreign language.

It was first introduced by Jang Bahadur Rana, the first prime minister of Nepal.

He introduced English for the public in Durbar High School on 27th Ashoj

1910 BS as he was influenced from the British educational system. Thus, there
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are many schools, colleges and universities having the provision of teaching

and learning English. Many English words are borrowed in Nepali to ease

communication.

1.1.1 Code

A code is a system used for communication between two or more parties. To

quote Richards et al. (1999, p. 56):

Code is a term which is used instead of language, speech variety or dialect. It

is sometimes considered to be more neutral term than others. People also use

'code' when they want to stress the uses of a language or language variety in a

particular community (as cited in Bastakoti, p. 3).

In fact, code is a broad term which denotes a dialect or resister or a language.

It is unusual for a speaker to have command of, or use, only one such code or

system. The people of the world have become bilinguals or multilingual.

Monolingual societies are almost impossible to be found in this modern world.

So that people speak mixing codes of two or more languages at the same time

in the same conversation for the purpose of communication. As a result many

speakers of Nepali mix codes in their conversation.

1.1.1.1 Code Switching

In the communication, the interlocutors convey their message to each other by

switching from one code to another due to bilingualism and multilingualism is

generally termed as code switching. Use of a single variety of a language or

dialect, style or register would be found to be an extremely rare phenomenon so

that most of the speakers use several varieties of any language they speak. If

the interlocutors are monolinguals, there is less possible to mix the code and
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vice-versa. It is regarded as a very useful social skill. So we can find two types

of code switching as situational and metaphorical.

Falls (1978, p. 1) has stated:

It is the alternative use of two languages at the word, phrase and clause or

sentence level. Thus, the speaker moves from one code to another and back,

more or less rapidly, in course of single sentence is a code switching (as cited in

ibid. p. 4).

People switch code from one language to another in terms of situations, mood

of the speakers and the level of the subject matter. They process rapidly by

using any ranks of language.There are different types of code switching. The

switched code may be inserted at the end of the sentence, within the sentence

or with the sentences. In the way of defining code switching; Poplack (1980 as

cited in Lamichhane, 2006) has talked about three different types of code

switching as:

A) Tag Switching

In tag switching, any tag of any language is inserted into an utterance of the

other language. For example, you have got three pens, chhaina ra?

B) Inter-sentential Switching

The switching takes place either at a clause or sentence boundary in one

language or another which is known as inter-sentential switching. For instance,

My plan is to go to picnic ani timro ni.
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C) Intra-sentential Switching

The switching occurs within the same clause or sentence boundary is known as

intra-sentential switching. For example, Sita ati brilliant student hun.

Hudson (1980, p. 56) has defined code switching as, "The use of different

varieties at different times." According to Gumperz (1982, p. 70):

Code switching occurs in condition of change, where group boundaries

are diffuse, norms and standards of evaluation vary, and where speakers'

ethnic identities and social backgrounds are not matters of common

agreement. Yet, if it is true that code switching styles serve as functioning

communicative systems, if members can agree on interpretationsof

switchingin context and on categorizing others on the basis of their

switching, there must be some regularities and shared perceptions on

which these judgements can be based (as cited in Wardhough, p. 111).

From these definitions of different scholars, code switching is a regular

phenomenon where speakers switch one code into another in different ways.

They may choose the code intentionally for their own purpose, social

situations, forced to switch the code, arrival of new person and a group of

membership that shared some ethnicity with an addressee and their own

behavior where they are not proficient user of second language. The choice of

the language is controlled by the rules which members of the community learn

them from experiences. To quote Trudgill (1983, p. 75), "Code switching

means switching from one language variety to another when the situation

demands." According to Wardhough (1986, pp. 102-3):

We can describe two kinds of code switching: situational and

metaphorical. Situational code switching occurs when the language used
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changes according to the situation in which conversant find themselves.

They speak one language in one situation and another in different one. No

topic change is involved when a change of topic required a change in the

language used we have metaphorical code switching.

Gal (1988, p. 247) has stated, "Code switching is a conversational strategy used

to establish across or destroy group boundaries, to create evoke or change

interpersonal relations with their rights and obligations." Similarly, Spolsky

(1998) has said:

In code switching a single speaker uses different varieties at different

times. Bilinguals often switch between their two languages in the middle

of conversation. These code switches can take place between or even

within sentences, involving phrases or even parts of words.

We change the code as we redefine the situation from formal to informal,

official to personal, serious to humorous and politeness to solidarity. Code

switching can allow a speaker to do many things; assert power, declare

solidarity and maintain certain neutrality when both codes are used, express

identity and so on. So that code switching regards one to be a co-operative

person from the sense that someone can recognize easily, though everyone does

not have the same background.

1.1.1.2 Code Mixing

Code mixing can be defined as a rapid code switching. It is generally the

mixing of two codes or languages in the same topic of conversation. Code

mixing is a common process for the bilingual or multilingual speech

communities. It can involve in various levels of language, e. g. phonology,
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morphology, grammatical structures or lexical items. To quote Hudson (1980,

p. 53):

There are cases where a fluent bilingual talking to another fluent bilingual

changes without any change at all in the situation. This kind of alternation

is called code mixing. To get the right effect, the speakers balance the two

languages against each other as a kind of linguistic cocktail- a few words

of one language, a few words of others…but they seem to be limited by

the sentence structures.

The speaker may use the two languages in the communication where they use a

few words from one language and a few from other language. They mix the

two different grammatical systems in their speech to make linguistic cocktail.

According to Gumperz (1982, p. 24) code mixing is, "The juxtaposition within

the same speech exchange of passages of a speech belonging to two different

grammatical systems." Similarly, Richards et al. (1985, p. 43) have defined

code mixing as, "A change by a speaker from one language to another" (as

cited in ibid.). Wardhough (1986, p. 104) has stated:

A speaker who mixes codes in this way in conversation with a friend or

acquaintance will almost certainly shift entirely to English when

addressing a monolingual English speaking person or entirely to Spanish

when addressing a complete stranger who is obviously of Spanish origin.

A speaker can mix  two codes if he meets his friend belongs to the bilingual

society but he only uses the particular variety of lanuage who belongs to the

monolingual conversant. It means the speaker speaks both English and Spain to

the bilingual speaker but only English to the monolingual speaker. Mostly the

nouns of one language are mixed into another. Most of the educated people of
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Nepal, mix English codes in their Nepali conversation, they especially mix the

nouns of English language. For example,

'Ma hospital bata motor-cycle ma ghara aayen. Hari boarding ko canteen ma

baschha.

According to Holmes (1992, p. 50), "Code mixing suggests the speaker is

mixing of codes indiscriminately. It is a kind of rapid switching in a

conversation." Similarly, Rai (2000, p. 182) has stated, "The shift from one

code to another is absolute it is then code switching, however, if the switch is

in the middle of the sentence (lexical shift) then it is code mixing." Due to

science and technology, commerce and communication, code mixing has

become a regular and common process for the conversants. It is done rapidly in

the conversation within the sentence. Some of English words have been

automatically borrowed which become easier than Nepali equivalent. For

example, camera, bus, jacket, hotel, campus, etc.

1.1.1.3 Difference between Code Switching and Code Mixing

There is no specific boundary between code switching and codes mixing,

however, the distinction between them are shown below;

Code Switching Code Mixing

i. A change from one language to

another in the same conversation.

i. The use of elements, mostly, nouns

and verbs from one language in an

utterance predominantly in another

language.

ii. It is absolute shifting. ii. It is lexical shifting.

iii. It is conditioned by situation and

topics.

iii. It is irrelevant of situation and

topic change.
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Code mixing and code switching have become a common process of

conversation for bilingual and multilingual speakers. Both of them vary from

group to group. We can observe it in various fields of knowledge. Wardhough

(1986, p. 106) has pointed "Code switching and Code mixing themselves are

not uniform phenomenon; i. e., the norms vary from group to group, even

within what might be regarded as a single community." The same thing

happened in the hospitals where different kinds of people are found. However,

code mixing is needed to avoid ambiguity in the meaning of utterances.

1.1.2 Reasons for Code Switching and Code Mixing

The matter that makes speakers mix/switch certain code of language(s) is the

conditioning factors/reasons for code mixing and switching. There are some

linguistics blends of code mixing and switching regardless a few words which

are automated and assimilated in case of Nepali language affected from English

one. Wardhaugh, R. (1986, p. 87-90) has mentioned the following reasons for

code mixing and switching.

 Solidarity with listeners

 Choice of topic

 Perceived social cultural distance

 Lack of language loyalty

 Migration

 Intercaste marriage

Among the aforementioned reasons, solidarity with listeners is one of the very

good reasons for code switching. People can talk in their usual way but

sometimes they switch code immediately if they meet their solidarity listeners.

Gurung people, e. g. are competent Nepali speakers, but soon as one Gurung

meets another they start talking in Gurung language.
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People make the issues themselves for the discussion point. They choose the

topic as their interest and mix or switch code in their conversation. Similarly,

the speakers mix or switch code from one variety to other being the prestigious

than other. In case of Nepali speaker he wants to speak/mix English code to

become the elite speaker. Another reason for code mixing/switching is that the

lack of loyalty of any language where the communication take place. We need

to mix/switch code to fulfill the desire of the speaker.

Due to migration, people have to mix/switch their code over the next language

to behave as the other speakers in the new place. Certain local languages,

dialect or register play the vital role. Similarly, people mix/switch code

gradually if intercaste marriage occurs i. e. if 'A' got married for example, 'B'

who is from different linguistic background, then 'A' has high chance of mixing

code in his speech.

Except these, the speakers mix/switch code in the following situations;

- To clarify meaning

- To imitate others

- To facilitate the mass

- If no Nepali word or expression in process

- Respective context and global understanding

1.1.3 Fundamentals of Language Structures

As we know that language is a means of communication. It is universally

human phenomenon where no other animals can communicate. Language is the

composition of various grammatical units. It is not complete in itself so that we

use different kinds of grammatical ranks and scales because they have

grammatical hierarchy. Such grammatical units are morphemes, words,

phrases, clauses and sentences.
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1.1.3.1. Words

Words are the meaningful linguistic units which consist of one or more

morphemes. According to Richards et al. (1985, p. 311) a word is "the smallest

of the linguistic unit which can occur on its own speech or writing" (as cited in

Bastakoti, p. 12). But, this definition seems more ambiguous in the sense that

words like articles and prepositions sometimes cannot occur on their own.

Similarly Sharma (2002, p. 51) has defined word as, "a minimal free form that

can constitute by itself a complete utterance" (as cited in Regmi, p. 9). In other

words, they are the physically definable units which one encounters in stretch

of speech or writing. It is possible to distinguish words between major and

minor classes. The Greek grammarian, Dionysius Thrax has classified words

into eight parts of speech which are called classes of words by modern

grammarians.

1.1.3.1.1. Major Word Classes

The major word classes are also called open word classes. They are coined as

new words with the help of the major word classes. Nouns, verbs, adjectives

and adverbs come under the category of major word classes.

i. Nouns

All the naming words are said to be nouns. They are the names of persons,

animals, places or things. They can function as the subject or object of a verb.

e.g. "Ram killed a snake." In this example, 'Ram' is the noun and subject and

'snake' is the object of the verb 'killed'.

ii. Verbs

A verb is a word or phrase that denotes what someone or something does. It

shows actions or states of something. For instance, 'sleep', 'walk', 'run', 'write',
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etc. are the examples of verbs. Verbs are typically functioning as predicator in

the sentence.

iii. Adjectives

The words which describe nouns are adjectives. They always describe the

quality, quantity, number, etc. that a noun refer to. It also refers to a property of

an entity denoted by a noun. For instance, the new shirt, the first boy, the black

coat, etc. are adjectives.

iv. Adverbs

Adverb is a word that describes a verb, an adjective or an adverb. It describes

or adds to the meaning of a verb, an adjective of another adverb in a sentence.

In other words, it answers the questions of 'how', 'where', or 'when' in a

sentence are called adverbs. For example, the underlined words are adverbs.

Gita sings a song beautifully.

He can run very fast.

1.1.3.2.2. Minor Word Classes

The minor word classes of word are also called closed word classes. They play

a vital role in the structure of sentence. New words cannot be added in the

minor word classes but sometimes they are called structure words or function

words.

i. Prepositions

Preposition is a word which is used with noun or pronoun to show its

connection with other words. They can be categorized into simple prepositions

and complex prepositions. For example, 'in', 'under', 'into', 'above', 'on', etc. are
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under the category of simple prepositions whereas 'keep in touch with', 'depend

on', 'in the middle of', etc. are come under complex prepositions.

ii. Conjunctions

The words which connect or join other words or sentences to each other are

called conjunctions. They join sentences or words to each other and make

compound or complex sentences. Conjunctions are also categorized into simple

and complex conjunctions, one word or multiword conjunctions respectively.

'But', 'and', 'so that', 'although', 'because', 'in spite of', etc. are the examples of

conjunctions.

iii. Articles

The words that determine person or things are called articles. They are also

termed as determiners. There are two types of articles as; -definite articles and

indefinite articles in English language. 'The' is definite article and 'a' and 'an'

are indefinite articles where 'a' is used before consonants sound and 'an' is used

before vowel sound of singular countable nouns.

iv. Pronouns

The words which are used in place of nouns are called pronouns. Pronouns are

mainly classified into five broad types as possessive pronoun, interrogative

pronoun, demonstrative pronoun, relative pronoun and personal pronoun. 'He',

'she', 'it', 'they', 'this', 'what', 'her', etc. are the examples of pronouns.

v. Numerals

The words which refer to the numbers are called numerals. In English there are

two types of numerals as cardinal numbers and ordinal numbers. The numbers
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as; 1, 2, 3, 4 ... 100, etc. are cardinal numbers and 'first', 'second', 'third', 'tenth',

etc are ordinal numbers.

vi. Quantifiers

Quantifiers are the words that denote quantity of a noun and are contained

under closed word classes. 'Many', 'a lot of', 'enough', 'each', 'every', etc. are

examples of quantifiers.

vii. Interjection

An interjection is a word which is used to express exclamation. This word class

conveys the emotional meanings. They are used to express 'pain', 'joy',

'emotion', ;pleasure', etc. of the speakers.

According to Jindal et al. (1999, p. 64), words are of four types as follows:

a. Simple words

b. Complex words

c. Compound words

d. Composite words

a. Simple words

The words consisting of single free morpheme are called simple words. For

example: go, work, play, etc.

b. Complex words

The words consisting of a base and affixes are called complex words. For

example: childhood, impossible, employment, etc.
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c. Compound words

The words which consist of two or more free stem which are independent

words by themselves are called compound words. For example: over-head-

projector, code-mixing, over-ripe, old age, etc.

d. Composite words

The combination of compound and complex words is known as composite

words, such as dancing girl, volleyballer, peace zone, etc.

1.1.4 Word Formation Process

The process of creating new words following a systematic way is called word

formation process. In other words, the systematic process of creating new

words is known as word formation process. Each and every language in the

world has their word formation process, but English has the following word

formation processes which are briefly described below.

a. Derivation

As the name suggests that the process of creating new words by adding huge

number of derivative words either prefixes or suffixes. They are the words

which are made up of adding some bits of language to the root. Derivation

mainly includes;

(i) Prefixation

re + gain = regain un + fortunate = unfortunate

ex + army = exarmy im + possible = impossible, etc.
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(ii) Suffixation

happy + ly = happily mother + land = motherland

Effect + tive = effective fruit + ful = fruitful

(iii) Affixation

It is involving both prefixation and suffixation. For example,

un + desire + able = undesirable

dis +advantage +s = disadvantages, etc.

b. Homonymy

Homonymy is also called conversion. It is also known as functional shift. It is

one of the processes of word formation in which the form of new word is same

as functional change with the word. In this formation of a word, one class of

word can function as the member of another class.

For example;

He penned a letter.

They booked a ticket.

c. Modification

Modification is a process of word formation in which a new word is formed by

replacing a sound segment in the word. For instance:

Foot feet

Man men

Goose geese, etc.
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d. Reduplication

The process of forming a new word by the repetition of a syllable, a morpheme

or word is called reduplication, e. g.

Tick tock

Zig zag

Hanky lanky, etc.

e. Compounding

The combination of two or more words to make a new word is called

compounding, e. g. Whitehouse, blackboard, handball, etc.

f. Shortening/Clipping

The process of a new word formation in which word is shortened by clipping

initial, medial or final part of the word to form a new word that is known as

shortening or clipping. For example:

Photograph photo

Telephone phone

Refrigerator fridge

Advertisement ads

Mathematics math, etc.

g. Backformation

The process of a word formation in which a shorter word is made by deleting

an imagined affix from a longer form. For instance:

Editor edit
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Television TV, etc.

h. Blending

The process in which a new word is formed by blending the initial and final

part of the two different words to form a new word is called blending. For

example:

Television + broadcast = telecast

Breakfast + lunch = brunch

Smoke + fog = smog, etc.

i. Borrowing

The process of word formation in which words are borrowed or loaned from

one language to another language is known as borrowing. For example:

Ghee borrowed from Hindi

Restaurant borrowed from French

Campus borrowed from Latin, etc.

j. Acronym

The process of forming a new word from the initial of a group of words is

called acronyms. It is a kind of abbreviation. For example, USA, UNO,

UNESCO, WHO, etc.

k. Coinage

It is one of the least common sources of new word formation process. It is

actually coining the new words or the invention of totally new words and

adding in the vocabulary in the language. New terms are coined after the
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invention of the new object or things. The most important sources of this kind

of word formation are found in trade sector where the products are named

attractively to facilitate the public. For example, aspirin, nylon, zipper, etc.

1.2 Review of the Related Literature

Code mixing in the 'Hospitals' is an important field of research which helps to

find out the frequency of English codes used in daily communication and

analyze what sort of word classes are mostly mixed in Nepali conversation in

hospitals. Therefore, an attempt is made here to review the related literature.

Subedi (2001) carried out a research on "Code mixing in the Gorkhapatra:  A

descriptive study." The researcher has found out that people lived in urban

areas can make use and understand more English words than rural one. The use

of English acronym is very popular in Nepali newspapers. He also highlighted

some assimilated and non-assimilated words and their occurrences.

Similarly, Baral (2005) has carried out research entitled "Study of Code

mixing in Nepali Cinemas." He found that most of the Nepali cinemas at

present mix English codes which became a regular phenomenon. He has further

reported that code mixing is often caused by context, language function and

sentence types. He further stated that the producers, actors, actresses, and other

related characters also mix the codes in the name of modern and being popular

among the Nepali cinema bazaar.

Pangani (2005) carried out a research on "A study of Code mixing in Kantipur

and Classic FM Radio Programmes in Nepal." In his research, English

expressions were found mixed in different structures and utterances in the

programmers. He has talked more about electronic media in his research.

Humagain (2006) carried out a research entitled "Code mixing in Nepali Pop

Songs." His research showed that Nepali pop song composers and pop singers
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frequently mix English codes. He also pinpointed that they use verbs and

adverbs less than nouns and adjectives.

Similarly, Lamichhane (2006) has carried out a research entitled "A study on

code mixing in the Nepali language in Supermarkets." He found in his research

that major word class i. e. nouns and adjectives have the highest position in the

business transactions. He further stated that female participants in that sector

mixed the code highly and frequently i. e. (27.70%) rather than the male

participant's i. e. (22.38%). He also found that the use of English words by the

participants below twenty years was greater than others.

On the other hand, Poudel (2007) has carried out a research entitled "Code

mixing in Print Media: A case of Annapurna Post Daily." He found that

English code mixing in Nepali print media was a regular phenomenon. He also

stated that (97.62%) words were mixed in major word classes and only (2.37%)

were in minor word classes.

Subedi (2008) has also carried out a research entitled "A study of Code mixing

in Annapurna FM: A case of Pokhara Calling." In this research, the researcher

found that among males and females, males mixed more English codes than

females.

Bastakoti (2010) has carried out a research entitled "English code mixing in

newspapers: A case of Rajdhani Rastriya Dainik." He found in his research that

major word classes were found mixed more than minor word classes. He

further stated that among all the types of news, more words in sports news were

mixed high which had (22.46 %) and more words in major word classes, nouns

were mixed maximally which had (82.49%).

Some other studies concerning code switching are Wardhough, R. (1986)

Introduction to Sociolinguistics, Hudson (1980) Sociolinguistics, Trudgill, P.

(1983) Sociolinguistics, An Introduction to language and society, Homes, J.
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(1992) An Introduction to Sociolinguistics and other related reference books.

Although many researchers have been carried out on English code mixing on

different fields, no researches have been carried out on 'A study on Code

Mixing used in Hospitals.' In this research, I have put forward some newness

which may certainly make this research different from others.

1.3 Objectives of the Study

The following are the objectives of the study.

 To determine the situation of English code mixing

 To find out the frequency of the code mixing

 To enlist some pedagogical implications

1.4 Significance of the Study

Each and every work has its own value and significance. Likewise, this very

study has its own but different outstanding status in the field of sociolinguistic

aspect of language. This study is significant in the sense that it sprays the rays

of light on sociolinguistic aspect which becomes an infrastructure in the

planning for further activities viz, students and teachers of language, linguists,

syllabus designers, textbook writers, language planners, and sociolinguists,

who are involved directly or indirectly in the process of teaching and learning

under TU will be benefited from this research study. Moreover, it is fruitful for

those who are interested to gain knowledge about sociolinguistics and also who

will try to do the research in the similar area in Nepali/English code mixing.

1.5 Definition of the Specific Terms

1 Code: A particular variety of language or dialect

2 Bilingual: A person who can speak two languages
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3 Multilingualism: A speech community which makes use of more

than two languages.

4 Code Switching: The process of shiftingfrom one language to

another

5 Code Mixing: The use of one or more than one lexical items of one

language into the structue of another language

6 Monolingual: A person who uses only one language

7 Event: a communicative exchange consisting of one or more than one

utterance

8 Inter-sentential swtiching: A switch that takes place at a clause or

sentence boundary, where each clause or sentence is in one language or

another

9 Intra-sential switching: Switching of different types occurs within the

same clause or sentence boundary

10 Metaphorical code switching: A language is changed according to the

topic change

11 Situational code switching: Change in language use according to the

situation change

12 Tag switching: A tag in one language is inserted into an utterance in the

other language

13 Non-instinctive: Anything which is not acquired by birth
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CHAPTER TWO

METHODOLOGY

This chapter includes the methodology employed while carrying out the

research. The sub chapters are sources of data, i. e. primary and secondary

sources of data, sample population, sampling procedure, and tools for data

collection, process of data collection and limitations of the study.

2.1 Sources of data

To carry out the research, I use both sources of data. Primary sources of data i.

e. directly collected from interviews, personnel conversation, observation, etc.

and secondary sources of data from related reference literature, journals,

prospectuses, administrative bills, vouchers, dispensary, etc. for the

accompolishment of this thesis.

2.1.1 Primary sources of data

The primary sources of data are directly collected from the study population

who were involved in different hundred speech events. I observe their

conversation among and between the participants in Gandaki Hospital. I take

interviews to doctors, nurses, caretakers and other related and authorized

personnel indirectly in the hospital as assistance.

2.1.2 Secondary sources of data

All the materials that are related to the field of research like; reference

literature, journals, articles, reports, prospectuses, administrative bills, vouchers

and dispensary, registration form of the patients and previous research works

are the secondary sources of data to facilitate this study. Mainly, I study the

related books written by Hudson (1980), Trudgill (1983), Richards et al.
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(1985), Wardhough (1986), Homes (1992) and previous researchers carried out

by Subedi (2001), Pangeni (2005), Baral (2005), Dahal (2006), Humagain

(2006), Poudel (2007), and Bastakoti (2010). Similarly, I contact and consult

the authorized and field related persons to get further more information for this

research study.

2.2 Sampling Procedure

I select the sample population from Gandaki Hospital as in different headings

like; doctors, nurses, patients, caretakers and other persons from general and

emergency wards for this research work. There are hundreds of speech events

from both wards with males and females by using the technique of stratified

random sampling procedure to collect the data. The events were studied on a

regular basis for the betterment and additional speech events may be taken if

necessary.

2.3 Tools for Data Collection

I mainly use non-participant observation tool along with the recording of

observation of the conversations/speech events of sample population taken in

hospital by narrative method. I prepare to observe the code mixing on the basis

of previously prepared observation sheet containing detail information as word

classes, sentence types, etc on the basis of check list to record the observed

data. Recording devices, interview and questionnaire are also used as an

assistant for collecting the data on the spot for the research work in the

hospital.

2.4 Process of Data Collection

First of all, I visit the hospital and request for the permission to carry out the

study with the concerned authority. I use non-participant observation tool from

the selected sample population and list down the dialogues/speech events with
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the help of narrative recording method of observation. I observe the

conversations among and between the sample populations and note a

description of the interaction without giving information to them in my own

words. I try to use recording device so far but due to the technical problem I am

unable to collect data by recording device. Then, I collect the selected speech

events and distinguish the mixed English code from the speech events. I fill the

check list with the highlighted words and find the classes of words and

frequency of occurrences of the words as well. I take unstructured interviews as

an assistant tool to the selected sample population as well as related personnel

for the betterment of the research.

2.5 Limitation of the Study

The following are the limittions of the study;

 This study is limited on the code mixing topic only.

 This study is limited on English code mixing in hospitals.

 Mixed words from other languages are not specified.

 Only the people of government hospital are the source of data so, the

study is not generalizable elsewhere.

 Only the selected wards of Gandaki Hospital are used for the study.

 The participants' sex descriptions are fully based on the researcher's

personal judgement and observation.

 This study is limited on those participants who involved in hundred

events only.

 Only word level mixings of English are observed and analyzed.
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CHAPTER THREE

ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA

This chapter of research work incorporates the analysis and

interpretation of the collected data from the selected sample population in the

hospital. It includes the total mixed words and the situations of English codes

mixed which is interpreted in terms of word classes and also provides the data

about frequency of occurrences of mixed words.

3.1 Description of English and Nepali Words

In this part of the research study, the event wise and word wise descriptions of

English and Nepali words were found in hundred different speech events.

3.1.1 Event- wise Description

There are altogether hundred events. These events were taken from the

different speeches in hospital. The coverage of English and Nepali words in

each event and their percentages are listed and described below. The

percentage is taken out on the basis of the number of Nepali and English words

used in each event in the proportion of total Nepali and English words used in

hundred events separately.

The table 1 (see Appendix II) shows that the greatest number of Nepali words,

i. e. out of 2523 words, 114 (4.518%) were found in the event no. 47 and 104

(4.122%) in the event no. 49. Similarly, the least 8 words (0.317%) were found

in the event no. 34. So, in relation to Nepali words, event no. 47 was in the first

rank, event no. 49 was in the second and event no. 34 was in the last rank. On

the other hand, the greatest number of mixed English words, i .e. out of 657

words, 28 words (4.260%) were found in the event no. 49 and the least 1 word

(0.150%) was found in the event no. 75. So, in relation to the mixed English
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words, event no. 49 was in the first rank and event no. 75 was in the last rank.

It can be inferred that the greatest and the least number of words of both

languages occur according to the situation, mood of the speakers, their age,

performance level, etc.

3.1.2 Word-wise Description

The total Nepali and English words in each event are collected from the

hospital by using statistical tools such as percentage which is shown on the

basis of the total English and Nepali words used in each event. Here, we can

find the words occurrence of English and Nepali in percentage and also help us

to find out the coverage of those words in the related field.

The table 2 (see in appendix III) expresses that the researcher recorded total

3180 words. Out of 3180 words, 2523 words are from Nepali language and 657

words are from English language. Likewise, the percentage of Nepali and

English words in each event are shown in the table. On the whole, the event

number 34 contains the least number of words, i. e. 11 words (72.727% Nepali

words and 27.273% English words in event no. 34) where as the event no. 47

contains the greatest number of the words i. e. 136 words (83.824% Nepali

words and 16.176% English words). Likewise, in event number 75, the

percentage of mixed English words is found the least i. e. 6.25% only but the

greatest percentage of mixed English words is not found in comparison to

Nepali words.

On the whole, it is found that the use of English words in Nepali language is a

regular phenomenon in hospital because no event was found without English

words doctors, nurses, patients or caretakers conversation in one hundred

events.
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3.2 Analysis and Interpretation of the Most Frequently Mixed

English Words

This subunit involves around the event-wise analysis of the most frequent

words and frequency wise analysis of the total English words that were found

in the hundred events in the hospitals.

3.2.1 Event- wise Analysis

The event wise analysis and interpretation of the most frequent words has been

listed and described in their occurrences.

The data mentioned in table 3 (see in appendix IV) shows that the common

words that we use in our daily conversation have been used in hospital as well.

There were 657 English words used in the selected events taken from the

hospital. Most of the mixed words were frequently used in the event no. 47, 2

and 57 respectively. In the above events the word 'bed' occurs five times in

event 47 and the words 'x- ray', 'card' and 'disk' occur four times in events 2 and

57. The most frequent words that were used in hospitals were 'number', 'ticket',

'report', 'check', 'doctor', 'x-ray', 'ward', 'emergency', 'patient', and 'bed'. In the

process of Nepali conversation, mostly nouns verbs and adjectives i. e. content

words were mixed.

3.2.2 Frequency- wise Analysis

Frequency of the mixed English words is listed in ascending order in terms of

their occurrences. In hundred events, there are 657 mixed words. Some mixed

words have single occurrence but some other mixed words have the highest

number of occurrences which is shown below.
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Frequency wise Analysis of English words

Table 6

S. N. Frequency of Occurrences

(F)

No. of Words No. of

Occurrences

1 Single 146 146

2 2 Times 45 90

3 3 Times 18 54

4 4 Times 12 48

5 5 Times 12 60

6 6 Times 2 12

7 8 Times 2 16

8 9 Times 1 9

9 10 Times 1 10

10 11 Times 1 11

11 13 Times 2 26

12 14 Times 3 42

13 17 Times 2 34

14 30 Times 1 30

15 32 Times 1 32

16 37 Time 1 37

Total 657

The table 6 exhibits the occurrence of mixed English words, their total number

in each occurrence in 100 events. Hence, the highest number of occurrence of

mixed words i. e., 37 times was found only in a word 'number', likewise the

words doctor and ticket occurred 32 times and 30 times respectively. The

words 'report' and 'x-ray' both occurred 17 times. From this research, it was

found that the aforementioned words were used maximum by the people in the

hospital.
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3.2.3 Class- wise Analysis

English words are categorized into two classes' i. e. major word class and

minor word class. Noun, verb, adjective and adverb fall under major word class

where preposition, conjunction, articles, pronoun, numeral, etc. fall under

minor word class. The major and minor word classes are mentioned in the

following table with their frequency of occurrences and their percentage they

occupy.

Class wise Analysis of English words

Table 7

The table 7 clarifies that major word classes have the greatest number of

frequency of mixed words as well as percentage rather than minor word

classes. Out of 657 words, 645 words from major word class's i. e. (98.174%)

were found where 12 words from minor word class's i. e. (1.826%) were found

in total hundred events. Nouns and verbs are found mostly and frequently i. e.

(76.712%) and (12.024%) respectively where adjectives and adverbs are found

S.N Word class Frequency Percentage Total

1 Major 98.174

Noun 504 76.712

Verb 79 12.024

Adjective 51 7.763

adverb 11 1.674

2 Minor 8 1.218 1.826

Preposition 2 0.304

Interjection 2 0.304

Pronoun 657 100.000 100.000
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less in number and percentage i. e. (7.763%) and (1.674%) rather than nouns

and verbs. On the other hand, pronouns (0.304%), prepositions (1.218%) and

interjections (0.304%) are found the least i. e. (1.826%) only in whole which is

very less in comparison to adjectives and adverbs from the major word class

(see in appendix V). Through this research, it was found that people use major

word class maximally than minor word class in the hospital.

3.2.4 Sex- wise Analysis

While analyzing the data in terms of sex, the researcher believes that this

research may be incomplete if the collected data are not analyzed and

interpreted properly on the basis of the participants' sex involved in various

events. In hundred events, the researcher also found that there were not totally

male or female participants in a single event i. e. both male and female are

involved in some of the events together, for that case the researcher used his

own proper knowledge and distinguish the event on the heading of male and

female. Therefore, an attempt has been made to extensively analyze the

collected data in the following table.

The table 5 (see in appendix VI) shows that in 25 events, the female

participants have used 178 English words i. e. 22.96% out of 775 words.

Likewise, 479 English words i. e. 19.91% out of 2405 words in 75 events have

been used by the male participants. The total English words used by males are

479 in which the ratio of the words used in each event is 6.38 whereas females

used 178 total English words in which the ratio of the words used in each event

is 7.12. The ratio is derived on the basis of the total English words divided by

the number of events involved by male and female. Hence, the researcher has

pinpointed the conclusion that the ratio of mixing English words by the female

participants is greater compared to the ratio of the mixing words by the male

participants.
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CHAPTER FOUR

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This section is based on the findings, pedagogical implication and

recommendations of the study.

4.1 Findings of the Study

While collecting, analyzing and interpreting the collected data from the

hospital, the researcher has extracted the following findings entitled on code

mixing.

a. Code mixing in the hospitals is a regular and natural phenomenon.

b. The number of English mixed words and Nepali words are occurred in

different events of code mixing entail the greatest and the least number

of words of both languages occurred according to the situation, mood of

the speakers, their age, sex, etc.

c. The most frequently used English words in hospital are 'doctor', 'ticket',

'number', 'check', 'report', 'emergency', 'x-ray', 'patient', 'bed' and 'ward'.

d. Mostly nouns and verbs were remarked in the highest position in code

mixing in hundred events.

e. It is found that the use of English words in Nepali conversation from the

major word class was used maximally and frequently rather than the

minor word class.

f. The use of English words by the doctors and nurses were found

frequently and maximally rather than the other patients, staffs and

public.

g. It is also found that in the use of English words in hospital, most of the

people mix English code in their normal conversation because of the

reason that all the name of the medicines and necessary equipments used
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in hospital were in English language so that they were obliged to

understand and mix the code while speaking.

h. The abbreviated terms are used frequently in the conversation between

doctors and nurses which are known by them only as symbolic

language.

i. The use of English words by the female participants is seen greater than

that of the male participants.

4.2 Pedagogical Implications

Though this research is based on the field of Sociolinguistics study and is not

directly related to any formal language classroom, it may have some fruitful

pedagogical implications indirectly. That's why some of the implications are

presented below;

i. Code mixing can be used as a powerful tool to enhance the acquisition

of the target language.

ii. It is regular and natural phenomenon in which a teacher should be

studious in his/her profession.

iii. In the process of curriculum designing related to conversational

curriculum in health sectors, the syllabus designers can have the

knowledge of highly frequent words to the syllabus relevant and

systematic.

iv. The study of abbreviated terms raise the awareness to the teachers and

students to find out the full forms of those terms and also expands the

vocabularies in their repertoire.

v. The students of Sociolinguistics are highly benefitted as well as get

awareness of the most frequently used English words in the hospital.

vi. This research study will be guideline for the further investigation related

to the same topic.
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4.3 Recommendations for Further Researchers

This present research study is based on authentic and relevant sources of data

from the hospital. It encompasses the description of the data which have been

used in hospitals to find out the frequency of code mixing. It becomes the

helpful and relevant materials for the presentation, consolidation and

development of oral situational approaches, methods and techniques in scope

of language teaching and learning in Nepalese context. It provides the best

satisfaction to them those who are curious and interested to find out further

more new information, facts and truths in related area.

It is one of the few researches in the particular field which is based on the

researcher's knowledge, believes, directly observation and experiences

however, the researcher wants to forward some recommendations for the

betterment of future researches on the basis of analysis and findings of this

research. The following points will help to challenge with the possible

shortcomings that they occur in the future researches of the same nature.

a. The study area and population of the study should be increased to

achieve the relevant and reliable data, analysis, findings and evaluations

in code mixing.

b. Comparative study in code mixing between different health sectors can

be carried out.

c. Code mixing can also be studied beyond the word level.

d. The effects of code mixing and code switching should be sorted out.

e. To find out the conversational code mixing, the dialogues took place on

different spot should be studied and compared to find out the quality and

classes of mixed words.

f. Mixed words of other languages can be tabulated in terms of parts of

speech.

g. Mixed words of other languages should also be categorized.
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h. The number of participants should be equal while analyzing on the basis

of sex/gender.

i. Further study should be done on the basis of the participants' linguistic

background.

j. Spiritually receiving all above recommendations into consideration,

similar research works should be carried out to overcome the possible

shortcomings of this research study.
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Appendix I

Gandaki Hospital

Event -1

A: d}n] s] lnP/ cfpg] <

B: Bill lnP/ cfpg'xf]; clg bill lnP/ cfPkl5 oxfF doctor n] lems]/ tflGbG5 .

A : x'G5 doctor ;fj .

Event - 2

A : dnfO{ t s] eGg' eof] eg] cl3 cfP/ doctor ;fjnfO{ b]vfPsf] lyP .

B : sxfF <

A : OPD df, x-ray u/]/ lnP/ cfpg'xf]; ;f9] P3f/ ah] eGg'eof] o; j]nf eof] cj

doctor uO;Sg'eof] .of] cfhsf] xf] x-ray .

B : X-ray b]vfpg' ePg .

A : of] x]g{' efof] < km]/L x-ray u/]/ lnP/ cfpg'xf]; eGg'eof] .

Event - 3

A: ofb ug{' ePg xf]nf clxn] klg BP 36]sf] 5}g bfO{ .

B: slt 5 / <

A: plQms} 5 one sixty by one twenty

Event - 4

A: tkfOsf] problem s] xf] <

B: Doctor ;fj dnfO{ b'O lbg b]lv k]6 continue b'lv/fv]sf] 5 .

A: tkfOnfO{ stomach infection ePsf] h:tf] 5 . ;a l7s eOxfN5 .

Event - 5

A: CT Scan u/]sf] 7fpdf hfg'xf]; lblb x} .

B: sxfF <

A: o;df report n]lv lbg'xf]; eGg' x} .

B: report n]lVbg' eGg] .

A: l56} uP/ lnP/ cfpg'xf]; t .

Event - 6

A: tkfO{ s'g bed number sf] patient xf] <
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B: P3f/ xf]nf v} .

A: otf cfpg'xf]; t . of] report nu]/ bed df /fVg'xf]; .

B: x'G5 .

Events - 7

A: pxfFsf] problem s:tf] eO/fv]sf] 5 <

B: 6fpsf] b'lv/fv]sf] 5 body aQfO/fv]sf] 5 .

A: l7s 5 . tkfOsf] patient sf] report cfPkl5 x]/f}nf .

B: x'G5 doctor ;foa .

Event - 8

A: Nurse pxfnfO{ s:tf] ePsf] 5 <

B: vf;} 8/fpg' kb}{g common 5 . Video x-ray df report n]v]sf] 5 . clxn]

doctor ;fj cfpg' x'G5 cgL pxfFn] ;j} s'/f atfpg'x'G5 .

A: Thank you .

Event - 9

A: Ten sf] discharge ePsf] xf] sister?

B: 5}g . Ten sf] sfuh ToxfF 5 .

A: slt lbg eof] admission ePsf] .

B: Five days.

Event -10

A: Dialysis sf] sfuh agfPsf] 5}g <

B: P aG5 . Tof] sfuh========

A: ca discharge u/]/ hfg] xf] Sof .

B: cf}ifwL lgoldt vfg'xf]nf / advice follow up ug{'xf]nf .

Event - 11

A: Sister of] copy df n]Vg] xf] <

B: Patient nfO{ find out u/]/ xf] .

A: slt number sf] xf] <

B: Six sf] xf] .
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Event - 12

A: of] t lkQy}nLsf] cancer b]lvPsf] 5. Video x-ray sf] report x]g{ k5{ . cheek

up slxn] slt v]/ x'G5 oxfF /fv]/ s]xL ug{ ;lsGg

B: x'G5 . xfdL ;Nnfx u/]/ kl5 inform u5f}{ .

A: xf] t . oxf /fVg' eGbf sf7df8f}df refer ug{' a]z x'G5 .

Event - 13

A: tkfOsf] s] xf] < lxhf] u/\of xf] <

B: lxhf] u/]sf] .

A: nf} x-ray u/]/ Nofpg] tkfOn] klg .

B: oxL Nofpg] sir.

A: xj;\ . x- ray sf] report rf8} lgsfNg] eGg'xf]; x} .

B: x'G5 sir.

Event - 14

A: of]============ k};f lt/]/ NofPsf] xf]Og / <

B: k};f ltg{nfO{ dfq lbPsf] /] . sxfF xf] t k};f ltg]{  <

A: ;f]x| number sf]7fdf hfg'eof] t .

B: ;f]x| number sf]7fdf of] lbof] t <

A: of] lk;fa klg lbg' o;sf] klg k};f ltg{' x}

B: of] b'Oj6fsf] Ps}7fpdf ltg]{ <

A: c ! Toxf counter df .

Event - 15

A: oxfFjf6 blood cfpg ;'? ePsf] 5 .

B: xh'/!

A: xft straight ug{xf]; / d'¶L kfg{'xf]; .

B: Tight ug]{ ls loose ug]{

A: Loose u/]/ d'¶L kfg]{ x} .

Event - 16

A: pxfn] xft v'§f rnfpg'x'G5 . Toilet hfg ;Sg'x'G5 .
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B: xh'/ ;j} s'/f ug{ ;Sg' x'G5 .

A: CT Scan ug{' k5{ . ;j} x]/]kl5 yfxf x'G5 .

B: CT Scan oxf bed df 5 .

Event - 17

A: s] ePsf] xf] <

B: n8]sf] sir v'§f b'lv/x]sf] 5 .

A: Ticket sf6]/ Nofpg'xf]; .

B: x'G5 .

Event - 18

A: Sister o;df stamp nufOlbg' t .

B: 5fk xfGg t doctor g} 5}gg\. cfh doctor x?sf] meeting 5 .

A: stf hfg] t stamp nufpg of] form df <

B: clxn] a:g'xf]; doctor cfPkl5 .

Event - 19

A: Tools x? sxfF 5g lg hd'gf sister ?

B: dfyL steel sf] cupboard df 5g . x]/]/ Nofpg' x}

A: Ok

Event - 20

A: otf ;'Gg'xf]; . tkfOsf] urine / stool check ug{' k5{ . sf]7f number rf/df

hfg'xf];\ .

B: rf/ number, report clxn] oxL Nofpg] check u/]kl5 .

A: xh'/! l5§} hfg'xf]; . close xf]nf .

Event - 21

A: Sir x? sxfF x'g'x'G5 <

B: vf]O{ cfh sir x?n] round lng ePg . sxfF hfg' eof] .

A: Private clinic dx]Gb|k'n lt/ busy x'g'xf]nf .

B: Phone nfu]sf] 5 . p7fpg' ePsf] 5}g .
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Event - 22

A: Blood check ug]{ 7fFp stf xf] <

B: oxfaf6 lgl:sg' . Totf k§L 7'nf] building 5 . ToxL xf] blood check ug]{ .

A: of] ticket klg nfg' k5{ .

B: k5{ . ticket b]vfpg' xf];\ clg ==========

Event - 23

A: of] lj/fdL surgical df x]/]sf] ls orthopaedic df <

B: vf]O{, isolation df egf{ ePsf] xf] Sof/] .

A: ECG, USG ;j} u/]sf] 5 .

B: 5 . rack dfly 5 .

Event - 24

A: Core form sxfF 5 < culture u/fpg' k¥of] .

B: lng'xf]; form s'g patient nfO{ xf] doctor

A: Bed number six sf] nflu

Event - 25

A: Cabin sf] patient stf hfg' eof] . xh'/ patient sf] dfG5] xf] .

B: Lab df hfg'ePsf] 5 sister. urine / blood check ug{ .

A: cfPkl5 dnfO{ consult ug'{ eGg' x} . d post ward lt/ x'G5' .

B: xj;\ .

Event - 26

A: s] ePsf] lgwf/df <

B: Cycle jf6 n8]/ sf6]sf] .

A: slt v]/ n8]sf]

B: j]n'sf kfFr ah]lt/ xf] sir

A: Pp6f x-ray u/]/ cfpg'xf]; n . x°L c8s]sf] 5 5}g yfxf x'G5 .

B: s'g building df hfg] <

A: Ticket sf6]/ cfpg'xf]; cgL ;Lwf room number pGgfO;df hfg'xf];
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Event - 27

A: 3/lt/ medical 5 . Tot} k§L kmfn] x'b}g .

B: P! Medical jf clinic eP x'G5 . d}n] follow up n]vL lbPsf] 5' .

A: vfgf s] s] vfg x'G5 < df;', df5f, c08f==========

B: lrNnf] lk/f] gvfg] wound kfS5 . ;kmf kfgLn] wound nfO{ k§L vf]n]kl5 ;kmf ug{'

x} .

A: oL j'9fn] /S;L vfG5g\ . /S;L t vfg x'Gg gL . cf}ifwL / /S;Ln] taste ljuf{5 x}g .

B: xf] < /S;Ln] medicine nfO{ sfd ug{ lbb}g .

Event - 28

A: P! vf]O{ orthopaedic cfof] <

B: Orthopaedic, round df cfPsf] lyof] . OPD df k7fOlbP

A: OPD df

Event - 29

A: tkfOsf] child s'g xf] <

B: Tof] plastic lnP/ plePsf] rflxF xf]  .

A: clxn] emergency df ;fdfGo hfFr x'G5 . tkfO{ paediatric ward df hfg'xf]; .

x'G5 .

B: paediatric ward stf 5 <

A: otfjf6 dfly hfg'xf];\ .

Event - 30

A: o;df toilet uP/ lk;fa lnP/ cfpg'xf]; .

B: Toilet stf 5 <

A: Totf aflx/ hfg'xf]; . of] bottle df lk;fa lnP/ lab df lbg' xf]nf .

B: n!

Event - 31

A: xf==xf==x-ray df hfg'xf]; x} t .

B: vf]O{ sf6]sf] /x]5 . s] n] sf6]sf] <
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C: Volleyball v]Nbf .

D: Shot j];/L xfg]sf] lyof] Sof< xft} kmls{gL u/]/ .

A: klxnf k};f counter df lt/]/ x-ray room df hfg'xf]nf x} .

Event - 32

A: of] klg local n] u/] x'GYof] .

B: lxhf] doctor lzjn] vessel sf6g'k5{ eg]/ eGg'eof] .

A: sxfF <

B: dfyL operation sf]7fdf . of] sfuh dfyL operation sf]7fdf of] lnP/ hfg'xf]; .

C: x'G5 .

Event - 33

A: s] xf] a];/L km'n]sf] b]lvG5f} < lsg cfPsf] <

B: Typhoid eP/ km]/L cfPsf] .

A: lsg km'n]sf] . dnfO{ t Mumps cfpg nfO{ t xf]Og z+sf nfUof] .

B: v} jfy xf] ls s] xf] .

Event - 34

A: uLtf Pulse x]/ t . slt 5 <

B: bfO{! hundred

A: Regular 5 .

B: 5 .

Event - 35

A: tkfO{ cuf8L counter df uP/ k};f lt/]/ cfpg'xf]; t .

B: ;j}! ECG, USG sf] klg lt/]/ cfpg] sir

A: cM emergency df lj/fdL 5 eGg' .

B: x'G5 .

Event - 36

A: s] case xf] <s] case xf] <

B: jRrfnfO{ Pneumonia ePsf] xf] .
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A: To;f] eP ticket sf6]/ paediatric ward df hfg'xf]nf x} .

B: x'G5 .

Event - 37

A: tkfOsf] duty ef]nL klg xf] .

B: xf]Og . morning df xf] . morning df Û

A: Duty df a:g klg bore nfUg yfNof] .

B: d t ef]nL lbg e/L ;'Tg] eg]sf] morning df duty k¥of] .

Event - 38

A: Phone ug]{ 7fpF stf 5 .

B: Ticket sf6\g] 7fpF eGbf cuf8L 7"nf] board 5 . dnfO{ km]jf city df phone

nufOlbg' t eGg'xf]; cgL Ambulance nfO{ af]nfpg'xf]; .

A: km]jf city sf] number ToFxL xf]nf gL .

B: 5=========5=========.

Event - 39

A: Tof] file lbg'xf]; t . s] ePsf] xf] .

B: kmnfd u8]sf] . double x-ray ug{ nufP .

A: kmnfdsf] piece lgsfNof] .

B: c Tof] t lgsfNof] . kl5 km]/L x-ray u/fpg nufP .

A: dnfO{ confuse ePsf] 5 . cem} ;fgf] piece 5 h:tf] 5 . oxLF a:g'xf]; .

Event - 40

A: Excuse me, lj/fdLn] ef]s nfUof] eG5 . s]xL vfg lbpF ls glbpF .

B: cx=========cx=====  vfg totally glbg] . Psl5g rest ug{ nufpg' d cfOxfN5' .

A: Ok Sir

Event - 41

A: Doctor of] patient nfO{ gynecology ward df k7fpg' .

B: x'G5 .

B: Blood lgsfn]/ lab df lbg'xf]; cgL dfly hfg'xf]nf x} .

C: x'G5 . report klg gynecology ward d} n}hfg] .

B: cM doctor Tot} cfpg' x'G5 .
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Event - 42

A: s:tf] 5 gfgL pressure

B: d}n] Hj/f] gfk]sf] afh] . pressure xf]O{g .

A: P======== Hj/f] 5 ls 5}g <

B: xNsf 5 . kl5 sd eOxfN5 .

Event - 43

A: bfO{ . pxfsf] vitals statistics eof] / <

B: ePsf] 5}g . check up u/ g .

A: x'G5 . vf]O xft l;wf ug{'xf]; t pressure gfKg' k¥of]

C: Sister! left side lt/ emdemdfp5 .

B: slt 5 BP ?

A: Only thirty by eighty.

Event - 44

A: l5§} contact ug{'

B: Medical ward df xf]

A: cM medical ward xf] contact ug]{ . l56f] uP/ cfpg'xf]; .

B: hfg'xf]; . d+unaf/ Tof] aGb x'G5 .

Event - 45

A: gfgLnfO{ klxnf 5 number sf]7fdf n}hfg' x} .

B: 5 number sf]7fdf <

A: kl5 hfFr x'G5 . gfgLnfO{ lnP/ 5 number sf]7fdf hfg' x} .

B: x'G5 .

Event - 46

A: cf7 number sf]7fdf .

B: clxn] .

A: cM cf7 number sf]7fdf ticket sf6\g] . Toxf xf8hf]gL{sf] docter x'g'x'G5 .

xf8hf]gL{sf] doctor n] h] ;Nnfx lbg'x'G5 ToxL ug]{ .

B: lj/fdLnfO{ bed df ;'tfPsf] 5 . cf7 number stf k¥of] <

A: ptf cf7 number sf]7f stf 5 egL ;f]Wg'xf]; x} . Tof] ;]tf] sfuh otf

Nofpg'xf]; .
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B: of] sfuh .

Event - 47

A: /ut r9fpg d]/f] O positive xf] . pgsf] klg ToxL xf] d lbG5' cgL cfh xfd|f]

;d"xsf ;fyLx? red cross dfkm{t===========

B: of] /ut r9fpgsf] nfuL ward df egf{ ug'{ k5{ . egf{ ug{sf nfuL bed vfnL 5

ls 5}g xfdLnfO{ yfxf x'b}g . dfyL duty df ePsf x?nfO{ ;f]Wg'k5{ . bed vfnL

eof] eg] aNn tkfO{nfO{ ward df nu]/ egf{ x'g] xf] .

A: oxL emergency df r9fpb}g <

B: Emergency df r9fpb}g . r9fpb}g egf{ x'g' k¥of] . dfyL bed vfnL x'gk¥of] .

dfyL doctor n] round lng' x'G5 . afx| ;f9] afx| ah] lt/ yfxf x'G5 . Doctor

b'j] nfO{ tkfO{n] OPD df e]6\g ;Sg'x'G5 xf]nf . To;kl5 tkfO{nfO{ bed vfnL

ePklg gePklg s;/L ldnfP/ blood transmission ug{' x'G5 . xf]O{g ptf ldn]g

eg] ticket sf6]/ Nofpg'xf]; .

A: dnfO{ emergency uP/ egf{ u/fpg' eGg'eof] .

B: To;f] eP ticket sf6]/ Nofpg'xf]; . ptf bed vfnL eP pt} egf{ u/fpnf gq oxL

x'G5  x} .

A: x'G5 .

Event - 48

A: cf7 number sf]7fdf uP/ b]vfg'xf];\ x} t .

B : Ticket sf6g' k5{ <

A: n]Vg] 7fFp g} 5}g . sxfF n]Vg] t . n]Vg] 7fFp t rflxof] . cf7 number sf]7fdf

doctor nfO{ n]vfpg' xf];\ .

B: counter d} hfg' k¥of] ticket sf6\g x}g .

A: cF counter af6 cf7 number sf]7fdf hfg' xf]nf .

Event - 49

A: Generally dlxgfdf rf/ xKtf x'G5 . slxn] tLg lbg extra x'G5 .

First one month sf] rf/ xKtf eof] . Second month sf] rf/ xKtf eof] . otf

plus two, plus two afFsL /x]sf] 5 lg .
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B: cF

A: Third month df t rf/ xKtf eof] . otf s'g} dlxgfdf thirty one x'G5 . ptf 5

lbg / Ps lbg u/]/ ;ft lbg x'G5 eg] ltg dlxgfdf cross t]x| xKtf x'G5 . gf}

dlxgf k'/f eof] eg] lqrfln; xKtf x'G5 .

B: P ====================

A: slxn] aRrfsf] ;fgf] size b]lvof] eg] klg s]xL b]lvg ;S5 t/ normal weight 5

eg] cfdfsf] LMP / aRrfsf] tf}n klg ;Fu;Fu} klg ;Fu;Fu} 5 eg] aRrf eight

months df running ePsf] a'‰g'k5{ . a'emf}+ .

B: c+========

A: olb cfdfn] lbPsf] LMP[ / aRrfsf] weight ldn]g eg] p;sf] date km/s k5{

eg] slxn] cfdfsf] irregular menstruation n] ubf{ slt v]/ x'G5 yfxf x'Fb}g .

Event -50

A: cf}ifwL vfO /xg' k5{ tkfOFn] . tkfO{n] /fd|f] ;Fu care ug'{, /fd|f] ;Fu x]/rfx ug'{ .

tkfOFn] eGg' pkrf/ ug{ Nofpg' xf] .

B: slxn] Nofpg] <

A: ca kl5 Nofpg' . TT sf] ;"O{ Vitamin x? ;a} /fVg'xf]; . a'‰g' eof] lg Û

Event - 51

A: Madam d]/f] c:tL xft efFlRrPsf] lyof] <

B: Plaster u/]sf] xf] ls xf]Og <

A: cF Plaster u/]/ km'sfPsf] xf] . Emergency df sfuh lnP/ cfpg' eGg' ePsf]

lyof] .

B: klxnf Ticket sf6\g' xf];\ clg x]/f}nf .

A: x'G5 .

Event-52

A: eof] ECG

B: c+ eof] .

A: vf]O{ t ECG Paper otf Nofpg'xf];\ t .

B: lng'xf];\ Sir
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Event -53

A: pxfFsf] Vital ug'{ eof] t <

B: Madam pxfFsf] Vital ul/;s]sf] xf] .

A: Vital Stable 5 eg] Medical Ward sf] rf/ number sf]7fdf ==============

B: tkfO{ ticket sf6]/ medical ward df cfpg'xf];\ x} .

C: x'G5 .

Event – 54

A: efO{ tkfO{ s] sf] student xf] <

B: d English sf] xf] .

A: tkfO{n] master sxfaf6 ug'{ ePsf] xf] <

B: PNC af6 xf] .

Event - 55

A: ;Gg'xf]; t . Pp6f injection nufpg' k5{ .

B: slt number sf]7fdf xf] .

A: ptf mini operation sf]7f n]v]sf] sf]7fdf xf] . Sister n] nufOlbg' x'G5 .

C: vf]O{ sk8f vf]Ng'xf];\ t . grNg' x} .

B: x'G5 . P]of ……….. oh,  wow …………..

Event - 56

A: tkfO{sf] duty slxn] xf] < cfOtaf/ xf] <

B: night df xf] .

A: cfOtaf/ xf] / <

B: xf]Og Sunday t day off 5 lg .

Event-57

A: o; k5f8L card disk xfNg' k5{ . cgL ==========

B: Card disk xfNg] .
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A: Card disk xfn] kl5 regular x'G5 . eg t Card disk sxfF 5 <

B: vf]O{, doctor nfO{ ;f]Wg' k5{ .

Event-58

A: s] ug'{ x'G5 . pxfFnfO{ ICU df /fVg' k5{ . oxfF Pack eof] dlgkfn hfg] sL s] ug]{

<

B: ICU df /fVg] .

A: tkfO{sf] Patient Serious 5 . ljz]if care ug'{ k5{ . Blood bank df uP/

a'emL/fVg' xf]nf .

B: x'G5 . otfaf6 xf] aflx/ lg:sg] .

Event-59

A: s] ef] < Ticket kfOPg <

B: cfh neurology sf] aGb x'bf] /x]5 Sof/] .

ca Emergency df nu]/ b]vfpg'  k¥of] s] eG5 .

A: Emergency df check up u/]kl5 phone ug'{ x} . d hfG5' .

B: x'G5 .

Event-60

A: Line df a:g'xf]; g . Line df .

B: d OPD af6 cfPsf] xf] Sof .

A: xfdL ;a} lj/fdL t xf] lg .

B: doctor n] l56} blood sf] report Nofpg' eGg' ePsf] 5 . emergency af6 cfPsf]

eGg' l56f] x'G5 eGg' ePsf] lyof] .

A: P Û xf] l7s} 5 .

Event-61

A: Canteen s:tf] dirty /x]5 .

B: Public n] vfg] o:tf} xf] . xtf/ x'G5 well mange x'Fb}g .

A: vfgf t fresh / quality sf] vfg'k5{ Sof . lj/fdL nfO{ v'jfpg] klg .

B: Tof] tf xf] . jflx/ hfpg t .
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A: Ok.

Event-62

A: s] gfd xf] lj/fdL sf] <

B: OlGb/f

A: lbPsf] cf}ifwL regular time ldnfP/ vfg' x} . vfg] 5f]8\g] vfg] 5f]8\g] ug'{ x'Fb}g .

dose k'Ub}g km]/L lj/fdL eOG5 .

B: slt slt time df slt tablet vfg] <

A: ToxL cf}ifwL k5f8L n]lvlbPsf] 5' .

Event -63

A: Toxf data cfPsf] gcfPsf] yfxf x'G5 .

B: Video X-ray u/]kl5 endoscopy u/] x'G5 / Sir

A: x'G5 . Video X-ray kl5 ug]{ .

B: x'G5 .

Event-64

A: Madam bz number aRrfsf] dressing sf6\g' xf]; t .

B: Scissors sxfF 5 < Tof] gnfUg] /x]5 .

A: sf6\5 xf]nf . hfg'xf]; t doctor cfpg' ePsf] 5 .

B: Mini Operation sf]7fdf x}g / <

A: xf] .

Event-65

A: Sugar 5 / doctor <

B: Sugar 5}g . klxnf /S;L vfg' x'GYof] <

A: klxnf vfg] lyP .

B: Report df b]lvPsf] 5 . tkfOF Emergency sf] ticket sf6]/ Tof] bed df a:g'

xf]nf .

A: x'G5 .
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Event -66

A: pgnfO{ jfO; number sf]7fdf k7fp t .

B: xf]Og Û o;nfO{ apply cast ug'{ k5{ .

A: ;'Gg'xf]; t . ticket sf6\g' xf];\ clg jfO; number sf]7f, plaster sf]7fdf

hfg'xf]nf x} .

B: x'G5 .

Event - 67

A: pgnfO{ orthopedic df kf7fpg] sL gynaelogy df .

B: s] – s] x'G5 <

C: v'§f, 9f8, joint x? b'V5 .

B: To;f] eP orthopedic df hfg'k5{ . klxnf Ticket sf]6]/ cfpg'xf];\ .

C: stf xf] < cf7 number sf]7f

B: klxnf Ticket sf6\g'xf];\ ToxL glhs} 5 .

Event - 68

A: sxfFaf6 n8]sf] afa' < o;/L xft efFr]sf] .

B: Gate af6 v;]sf] .

A: slt height sf] lyof] gate <

B: l7s} lyof] . w]/} cUnf] lyPg .

A: Left hand xf] efFr]sf] .

B: xh'/ .

Event-69

A: P alxgL Û uf}/fnfO{ lrGg' x'G5 .

B: oxf x'g' x'Gg . ICU df x'g' x'G5 xf]nf .

A: pgsf] duty dfly xf] / <

B: xh'\/ Û duty ICU df xf] .

Event -70

A: pxfnfO{ Oxygen nufpg kb}{g <
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B: rGbf Û rf/ number sf] patient nfO{ oxygen b]p t .

C: klxn] lbPsf] xf] Sir km]/L lbg] xf] / <

B: Patient sf] Condition x]/ . l7s eP kb}{g gq =================

Event -71

A: Doctor ;'Gg"xf]; t . lxhf] Pp6f patient cfpg' ePsf] lyof] . pxfF d]/f] ;f;' cfdf

x'g'x'G5 . s]xL information lnp ls eg]/ < lxhf] duty df s'g doctor x'g'

x'GYof] .

B: dnfO{ yfxf 5}g . s]xL Repot jf file Nofpg' ePsf] 5 .

A: file ufpFdf 5f]l8P5 . s;/L find out ug]{ <

B: Report jf file eP cIf/af6 atfOlbGy] gq xfdLnfO{ yfxf xFb}g .

Event - 72

A: of] afh]nfO{ vf; lsg /fVg' ePsf] xf] < lxh} discharge ug]{ plan df lyP .

B: nfg] xf] .

C: lsg /fv]sf] xf] t <

B: vf; afh]nfO{ lxh} discharge ug]{ e]g/ ;a ready ug{ nfu]sf] . afh] km]/L

d+unaf/ ghfg] eGg' eof] clg .

Event-73

A: s] n] Skin allergy x'G5 / <

B: Allergy x'g ================

A: s'g Medicine n] x'g] /x]5 / < lxhf] o;n] oral vfPsf] /] .

Event -74

A: License lngsf] nflu xf] .

B: P xf] M .

A: dfgl;s /f]usf] nfuL sxf hfg' k¥of] .

B: dfgl;ssf] nfuL rf}w number sf]7f xf] . check ug{sf nfuL xf] <

A: xh'/ Ticket aGb eP5 .
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B: Doctor x? b'O{ ah];Dd a:g' x'G5 . ticket aGb eP5 x}g . dfgl;s nfO{ rf}w

number s]f7f xf] . tkfO{ ToxfF uP/ request ug'{ x} .

A: x'G5 .

Event - 75

A: s] vfg] < /f]6L t/sf/L k"/L, b'w =======

B: Hotel 6f9f t 5}g .

B: aflx/ uP/ Nofpg] xf]nf gL x} ============

Event – 76

A: Document gfu/Lstf ;Fu ldNg' k¥of] lg .

B: c Û Tof] xfd|f] Passport sf] clg Tof] xfdLnfO{ lbPsf] nfn book cg';f/sf] / b'j}

passport ;Fu ldNg' kbf]{ /x]5 .

A: clg eof] <

B: x'Fb}5 =========== .

Event- 77

A: oxfF injection 5 lg . To;}n] tkfOFn] time time df kfpg' x'G5 . To;}n] egf{ ug]{

xf] .

B: leq

A: ToxL bed df ;'lt/fv .

Event -78

A: kfFr number sf]7fsf] ticket lnP/ aRrf ward df hfg'xf]; .

B: stfaf6 hfg] .

A: otfaf6 hfg'xf];\ . Toxf Ticket sf6\g] 7fpF 5 . clg l;wf dfly kfFr number df

hfg'xf];\ .

B: x'G5 .
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Event - 79

A: doctor n] km]/L ev{/} u/]/ cfpg' eGg'ePsf] lyof]] .

B: sxfF b]vfpg'' eof] .

C: Emergency df lnP/ cfPsf] .

B: of] bed df /fVg'xf];\ .

A: Sunday cfpg' eGg' ePsf] lyof] .

Event - 80

A: klxnf Video x-ray ug'{xf];\ . ;f]x| number sf]7fdf uP/ clg Video ;s]kl5 .

Toxfaf6 aflx/ Lab 5 ToxfF blood check ug'{xf];\ clg afx| number sf]7fdf

hfg'xf]nf.

B: klxnf Video X-ray ;f]x| number sf]7fdf hfg]

A: c ==========

Event - 81

A: Tof] eGbf klxnf Menstruation slxn] ePsf] lyof] .

B: x

A: ;ft ut] eGbf klxnf slxn] menstruation eof] eg g .

C: cl3Nnf] dlxgfsf] Sof .

A: clwn] w]/} ePsf] 5 bleeding

B: slxn] w]/} aU5 slxn] yf]/} x'G5 irregular x'G5 .

A: alxgLn] x]l5{g\ . l56f] cfpg'k5{ lg .

Event - 82

A: Vomiting slxn]af6 ePsf] <

B: tLg lbg hlt ef] .

A: slt k6s eof] <

B: Vomiting x'g] /f]lSsg] x'g] /f]lSsg] ePsf] 5 .

A: aflx/ uP/ RFT/LFT u/]/ report Nofpg' xf];\ .

B: Hospital aflx/ x} .

A: xh'/ .
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Event – 83

A: slt v]/ b]lv faint ePsf] <

B: Break time df ground df a;]/ volleyball x]b}{ lyP crfgs ball n] chest df

nfu]/ faint ePsL x'g\ .

A: tkfO{ patient sf] sf] kg'{ x'G5 <

B: d p;sf] School sf] teacher x'F .

Event – 84

A: of] 3fpsf] dressing ug]{ 7fpF sxfF xf] <

B: Dressing ug]{ afx| number sf]7fdf hfg' . 7"nf] sfuh file Nofpg' ePsf] 5 .

A: 3/df 5f]l8P5 . dressing change ug{ dfq xf] .

B: To;f] eP Ticket sf6]/ cfpg'xf];\ .

Event – 85

A: s] lnP/ cfpg' ePsf] xf] M<

B: gfltgL a'xf/L xf] . l9nf eO;Sof] night duty 5 . OT, klg ug'{ k5{ .

A: x'G5 . Ps l5g wait ug'{xf];\ .

Event - 86

A: cl3 a]ugf;af6 accident case cfPsf] 5 / <

B: slt ah] lt/ xf] / <

A: b'O{ ah] kl5 xf] . oxfF cfPsf] 5}g Sof xf] .

B: xfd|f] hospital sf] police beat df yfxf xf]nf . Toxf hfg'xf];\ .

A: x'G5 .

Event – 87

A: s] case xf] pxfFsf] <

B: Poison vfPsf] /x]5 . ljxfg cf7 ah]lt/ .

A: Vomiting ePsf] 5 ls 5}g <

B: s]xL klg ePsf] 5}g . lj/fdL faint eof] cgL nonstop oxf NofPsf xf} .

A: tLg number sf]7fdf n}hfg'xf];\ t .
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Event – 88

A: Delivery sf] Ticket sxfF kfOG5 <

B: Delivery sf] nflu klxnf dfly hfg'xf];\ . pt} eGg' x'G5 .

A: x'G5 .

Event – 89

A: tkfOFsf] k]6 b'V5 . bleeding ePsf] 5 ls 5}g <

B: c+ b'V5 t/ bleeding ePsf] 5}g .

A: aRrf grnsf] slt lbg eof] <

B: tLg lbg eof] . tLg lbg cl3 oxL cfP/ Video x-ray u/]/ report /fd|f] 5 eGg'

ePsf] lyof] .

A: o; eGbf klxnf abortion ePsf] lyof] <

B: xh'/ Û b'O dlxgfsf]] .

A: l56} kf] cfpg' k5{ . Sister pxfnfO{ safety room df nu]/ vital lng'xf];  t .

Event – 90

A: Doctor ;foj cf}ifwL s'g s'g vfg] <

B: Ps, b'O{ tLg, rf/ number x?sf] continue vfg] afFsL kfFr 5 ;ft number sf]

lj/fdLsf] condition x]/]/ vfg] x}

A: x'G5 . Saline kfgL ;lsPkl5 3/ uP x'G5 <

B: xh'/ .

Event - 91

A: Pp6f death case cfPsf] lyof] r/s hospital af6 ===

B: sf] s] ePsf] < s] ug'{ kg]{ 5 / <

A: Post-mortem ug{sf nflu xf] . cfh l9nf eO;Sof] . doctor x? uO;Sg' eP

h:tf] 5 .

B: tLg hgf x'g' x'G5 . nf;3/df hfg] eGb} x'g'x'GYof] .

Event - 92
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A: xh'/ e}+;L 5f]8]/ cfpg' eof] . pxf afa'n] lnP/ cfpg' k¥of] . lj/fdLsf] serious

cj:yf ePsf] xf] .

B: kfgL r9fP/ Antibiotic cf}ifwL lnP/ uPsf] 6f7} lyOg .

A: Pp6f ;'Gtnfsf] s];|f] vfPsL lyOg clg vomiting x'g yfNof] .

B: sdhf]/ eOg gL vfgf time df xf]Og .

Event – 93

A: xh'/ . /ut lk;fa check u/]sf] .

B: Report cg';f/ t afa'nfO{ s]xL eP h:tf] 5}g .

A: xf] / <

B: cF ========

A: afa' klg 6f7} 5 . lxhf] Vomiting Ps k6s eof] . /fd|/L lb;f klg u/]sf] 5}g .

B: lb;f klg check ug'{ ePg <

A: klxnf check u/]sf] . kb}{g eGg' eof] . Hjf/f] 5 ls 5}g .

Event -94

A: Report x? cfof] <

B: lbg] xf]Og . b]vfpg cfPsf] . vf]sL nfuL /x]sf] lyof] .

A: ev{/ Nofpg' ePsf] .

B: oxL xf] Sof glhs} .

A: sxf af6 <

B: rf]saf6 .

A: klxnf emergency xf] eg] oxf Nofpg' k¥of] . l;wf aRrfsf] doctor nfO{ b]vfpg

ljxfg bz ah] cfpg' k5{ .

Event – 95

A: lsg cfpg' ePsf] <

B: doctor ;foj d]/f] menstruation /f]SsLPsf] ;ft lbg eof] .

A: Urine test s]xL ug'{ ePsf] 5 <

B: u/]sf] 5}g .
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A: To;f] eP of] bottle df urine lnP/ cfpg'xf];\ . tkfOsf] urine test u/] kl5 yfxf

x'g pregnancy ePsf] gePsf] x} .

B: x'G5 . toilet stf 5 <

Event – 96

A: of] gfgLn] k]6 b'Vof] eG5] . s] ePsf] xf]nf <

B: lb;f s:tf] 5 <

A: lb;f t kftnf] 5 . diarrhea xf] sL <

B: vfgf s] s:tf] cfPsf] lyof] <

A: s]/f vfPsL lyO{ . crfgs k]6 b'Vof] eGb} ?g yfnL .

B: To;f] eP food poison eP h:tf] 5 . Metrodil v'jfpg'xf];\ . lbgsf] tLg time

kfr ml sf b/n] x} .

Event – 97

A: otf cfpg' xf]; t . s] eof] <

B: o;nfO{ nuftf/ vf]sL nfO/x]g], Hjf/f] cfpg] x'G5 .

A: Mucus df blood b]lvG5 ls b]lvb}g <

B: To:tf] 5 5}g .

A: gq TB sf] Symptom xf] . mucus check ug]{ Ticket lnP/ cfpg'xf];\ .

B: x'G5 .

Event – 98

A: of] afa'sf] v'§fdf lsnf u8]sf] doctor ;foj . v'§f swelling ePsf] 5 .

B: slt lbg eof] .

A: May be b'O{ lbg eof] xf]nf .

B: To;f] eP TT injection nufpg' k5{ . sf]7f number rf/df hfg'xf];\ t . .

A: Ticket sf6\g' knf{ lg xf]Og <

B: Ticket sf6]/ cfpg' n Û
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Event - 99

A: s]  eP/ Nofpg' ePsf] of] gfgLnfO{ <

B: bfFt b'Vof] eg]/ xf] . Dental care df hfg' xf} eg]/ k7fpg' ePsf] . xfdL u08sL

hospital df cfOof] .

A: oxfF klg x'G5 Sof/] . Ticket sf6\g' xf];\ klxnf . clg ======

B: bfFtsf] doctor x? klg x'g'x'G5 xf]nf gL x} <

A: x'g'x'G5 .

Event – 100

A: sltv]/ af6 xf] bleeding ePsf] <

B: ljxfg cf7 ah]lt/ xf] . afa' v]Nb} lyof] . gfsdf rf]6 nfu]5 . gfsaf6 a9L

bleeding eof] eg]/ cotton n] ========

A: rf/ number sf]7f, mini operation n]v]sf] sf]7fdf afa'nfO{ /fVg'xf];\ clg ticket

sf6]/ cfpg' xf]nf x} .

B: Emergency sf] eGg] .

A: xh'/ Û of] card lnP/ hfg'xf];\ .
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Appendix-II

Event wise Description of English and Nepali words

Table 1

Event Nepali Words Percentage English Words Percentage

1 15 0.595 4 0.6

2 38 1.506 7 1.06

3 14 0.555 6 0.91

4 18 0.713 5 0.76

5 18 0.713 4 0.6

6 15 0.595 5 0.76

7 17 0.674 5 0.76

8 20 0.793 8 1.21

9 12 0.476 7 1.06

10 18 0.713 5 0.76

11 12 0.476 7 1.06

12 32 1.268 8 1.21

13 22 0.872 5 0.76

14 41 1.625 3 0.45

15 18 0.713 5 0.76

16 21 0.832 6 0.91

17 11 0.436 2 0.3

18 20 0.793 8 1.21

19 12 0.476 5 0.76

20 18 0.713 8 1.21

21 19 0.753 7 1.06

22 21 0.832 7 1.06

23 18 0.713 6 0.91
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24 10 0.396 9 1.36

25 22 0.872 11 1.67

26 32 1.268 7 1.06

27 54 2.14 9 1.36

28 9 0.357 5 0.76

29 22 0.872 7 1.06

30 18 0.713 4 0.6

31 27 1.07 6 0.91

32 21 0.832 5 0.76

33 26 1.031 2 0.3

34 8 0.317 3 0.45

35 19 0.753 5 0.76

36 14 0.555 6 0.91

37 22 0.872 7 1.06

38 26 1.031 8 1.21

39 30 1.189 7 1.06

40 18 0.713 6 0.91

41 20 0.793 10 1.52

42 18 0.713 2 0.3

43 20 0.793 13 1.97

44 15 0.595 6 0.91

45 18 0.713 3 0.45

46 39 1.546 8 1.21

47 114 4.518 22 3.34

48 35 1.387 8 1.21

49 104 4.122 28 4.26

50 32 1.268 3 0.45

51 26 1.031 5 0.76

52 9 0.357 4 0.6

53 18 0.713 11 1.67
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54 15 0.595 4 0.6

55 24 0.951 7 1.06

56 14 0.555 5 0.76

57 17 0.674 10 1.52

58 30 1.189 8 1.21

59 23 0.912 7 1.06

60 33 1.308 7 1.06

61 25 0.991 8 1.21

62 31 1.229 5 0.76

63 13 0.515 7 1.06

64 20 0.793 7 1.06

65 21 0.832 7 1.06

66 20 0.793 6 0.91

67 28 1.11 7 1.06

68 19 0.753 5 0.76

69 19 0.753 4 0.6

70 22 0.872 7 1.06

71 41 1.625 12 1.82

72 32 1.268 4 0.6

73 14 0.555 5 0.76

74 41 1.625 8 1.21

75 15 0.595 1 0.15

76 24 0.951 4 0.6

77 16 0.634 4 0.6

78 21 0.832 5 0.76

79 20 0.793 4 0.6

80 21 0.832 11 1.67

81 34 1.348 4 0.6

82 23 0.912 6 0.91

83 24 0.951 11 1.67
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84 24 0.951 7 1.06

85 18 0.713 4 0.6

86 27 1.07 5 0.76

87 26 1.031 6 0.91

88 12 0.476 3 0.45

89 48 1.902 10 1.52

90 27 1.07 6 0.91

91 31 1.229 5 0.76

92 35 1.387 4 0.6

93 40 1.585 5 0.76

94 35 1.387 3 0.45

95 31 1.229 10 1.52

96 43 1.704 6 0.91

97 27 1.07 7 1.06

98 31 1.229 9 1.36

99 36 1.427 5 0.76

100 36 1.427 9 1.36

2523 100 657 100
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Appendix-III

Word wise Description of English and Nepali words

Table 2

Event Nepali

Words

Percentage English

Words

Percentage Total Words

1 15 78.947 4 21.053 19

2 38 84.444 7 15.556 45

3 14 70 6 30 20

4 18 78.261 5 21.739 23

5 18 81.818 4 18.182 22

6 15 75 5 25 20

7 17 77.273 5 22.727 22

8 20 71.429 8 28.571 28

9 12 63.158 7 36.842 19

10 18 78.261 5 21.739 23

11 12 63.158 7 36.842 19

12 32 80 8 20 40

13 22 81.481 5 18.519 27

14 41 93.182 3 6.818 44

15 18 78.261 5 21.739 23

16 21 77.778 6 22.222 27

17 11 84.615 2 15.385 13

18 20 71.429 8 28.571 28

19 12 70.588 5 29.412 17

20 18 69.231 8 30.769 26

21 19 73.077 7 26.923 26

22 21 75 7 25 28
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23 18 75 6 25 24

24 10 52.632 9 47.368 19

25 22 66.667 11 33.333 33

26 32 82.051 7 17.949 39

27 54 85.714 9 14.286 63

28 9 64.286 5 35.714 14

29 22 75.862 7 24.138 29

30 18 81.818 4 18.182 22

31 27 81.818 6 18.182 33

32 21 80.769 5 19.231 26

33 26 92.857 2 7.143 28

34 8 72.727 3 27.273 11

35 19 79.167 5 20.833 24

36 14 70 6 30 20

37 22 75.862 7 24.138 29

38 26 76.471 8 23.529 34

39 30 81.081 7 18.919 37

40 18 75 6 25 24

41 20 66.667 10 33.333 30

42 18 90 2 10 20

43 20 60.606 13 39.394 33

44 15 71.429 6 28.571 21

45 18 85.714 3 14.286 21

46 39 82.979 8 17.021 47

47 114 83.824 22 16.176 136

48 35 81.395 8 18.605 43

49 104 78.787 28 21.212 132

50 32 91.428 3 8.571 35

51 26 83.87 5 16.129 31

52 9 69.23 4 30.769 13
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53 18 62.068 11 37.931 29

54 15 78.947 4 21.053 19

55 24 77.419 7 22.581 31

56 14 73.684 5 26.316 19

57 17 62.962 10 37.037 27

58 30 78.947 8 21.053 38

59 23 76.666 7 23.333 30

60 33 82.5 7 17.5 40

61 25 75.757 8 24.242 33

62 31 86.111 5 13.888 36

63 13 65 7 35 20

64 20 74.074 7 25.925 27

65 21 75 7 25 28

66 20 76.923 6 23.076 26

67 28 80 7 20 35

68 19 79.166 5 20.833 24

69 19 82.608 4 17.391 23

70 22 75.682 7 24.137 29

71 41 77.358 12 22.641 53

72 32 88.888 4 11.111 36

73 14 73.684 5 26.315 19

74 41 85.673 8 16.326 49

75 15 93.75 1 6.25 16

76 24 85.714 4 14.285 28

77 16 80 4 20 20

78 21 80.769 5 19.23 26

79 20 83.333 4 16.666 24

80 21 65.625 11 34.375 32

81 34 89.474 4 10.526 38

82 23 79.31 6 20.69 29
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83 24 68.571 11 31.429 35

84 24 77.419 7 22.581 31

85 18 81.818 4 18.182 22

86 27 84.375 5 15.625 32

87 26 81.25 6 18.75 32

88 12 80 3 20 15

89 48 82.759 10 17.241 58

90 27 81.818 6 18.182 33

91 31 86.111 5 13.889 36

92 35 89.744 4 10.256 39

93 40 88.889 5 11.111 45

94 35 92.105 3 7.895 38

95 31 75.61 10 24.39 41

96 43 87.755 6 12.245 49

97 27 79.412 7 20.588 34

98 31 77.5 9 22.5 40

99 36 87.805 5 12.195 41

100 36 80 9 20 45

2523 657 3180
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Appendix-IV

Event wise Analysis of English Mixed Words

Table 3

Event Words Frequency

1 bill 2

doctor 2

2 doctor 2

x-ray 4

OPD 1

3 BP,  sixty, by, twenty 1

one 2

4 problem, doctor, continue, stomach, infection 1

5 CT, scan, 1

report 2

6 number, patient, report, 1

bed 2

7 problem, body, patient, report, doctor 1

8 nurse, common, video, x-ray, report, thank, you

,doctor

1

9 discharge, sister, admission, five, days 1

ten 2

10 dialysis, discharge, advice, follow, up 1

11 sister, copy, patient, find, out, number, six 1

12 cancer, video, x-ray, report, check, up, inform,

refer

1

13 x-ray, sir 2

report 1
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14 number 2

counter 1

15 loose 2

blood, straight, tight 1

16 CT, scan 2

bed, toilet 1

17 sir, ticket 1

18 sister, meeting, form 1

stamp, 2

doctor 3

19 tools, sister, steel, cupboard, OK 1

20 urine, stool, report, close 1

number, check 2

21 sir 2

round, private, clinic, busy, phone 1

22 blood, check, ticket 2

building 1

23 surgical, orthopedic, isolation, ECG, USG, rack 1

24 core,  culture, patient, doctor, bed, number, six 1

form 2

25 cabin, lab, sister, urine, blood, check, consult,

post, ward

1

patient 2

26 cycle, sir, x-ray, building, ticket, room, number 1

27 medical, wound, 2

clinic, follow, up, medicine, taste 1

28 orthopedic, OPD 2

round 1

29 child, plastic, emergency 1
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pediatric, ward 2

30 toilet, 2

bottle, lab 1

31 x-ray 2

volleyball, shot, counter, room 1

32 local, doctor, vessel 1

operation 2

33 typhoid, mumps 1

34 pulse, hundred, regular 1

35 counter, ECG, USG, sir, emergency 1

36 case 2

pneumonia, ticket, pediatric, ward 1

37 duty, morning 3

bore 1

38 phone, city 2

ticket, board, ambulance, number 1

39 x-ray, piece 2

file, double, confuse 1

40 excuse, me, totally, rest, OK, sir 1

41 doctor, gynecology, ward, 2

patient, blood, lab, report, 1

42 pressure 2

43 vital, statistics, check, up, pressure, sister, left,

side, BP, one, thirty, by, eighty

1

44 contact, medical, ward 2

45 number 3

46 number 4

doctor 2

ticket, bed 1
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47 ward,  doctor, ticket 2

bed 5

emergency 3

O-positive, red, cross, round, OPD, blood,

transmission, duty

1

48 ticket, counter, 2

number 3

doctor 1

49 month, 4

weight, LMP, plus, two, one 2

generally, extra, first, second, third, thirty,

cross, size, normal, eight, running, date,

irregular, menstruation

1

50 care, TT, vitamin 1

51 plaster 2

madam, emergency, ticket 1

52 ECG 2

paper, sir 1

53 vital 3

medical, ward 2

madam, stable, number, ticket 1

54 student, English, master, PNC 1

55 injection, mini, operation, number, sister, oh,

wow

1

56 duty, night, Sunday, day, off 1

57 card, disk, 4

regular, doctor 1

58 ICU, 2

pack, patient, serious, care, blood, bank 1
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59 emergency 2

ticket, neurology, check, up, phone 1

60 line 2

OPD, doctor, blood, report, emergency 1

61 canteen, dirty, public, well, manage, fresh,

quality, OK

1

62 time 2

regular, dose, tablet 1

63 video, x-ray 2

data, endoscopy, sir 1

64 madam, doctor, number, dressing, scissors,

mini, operation

1

65 sugar 2

doctor, report, emergency, ticket, bed 1

66 number 2

apply, cast, ticket, plaster 1

67 orthopedic, ticket 2

gynecology, joint, number 1

68 gate 2

height, left, hand 1

69 ICU, duty 2

70 oxygen, patient, 2

number, sir, condition 1

71 file 3

patient, information, duty, find, out 1

doctor, report 2

72 discharge 2

plan, ready 1

73 allergy 2
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skin, medicine, oral 1

74 number, ticket 2

licence, check, doctor, request 1

75 hotel 1

76 passport 2

document, book 1

77 injection, bed 1

time 2

78 number, ticket 2

ward 1

79 doctor, emergency, bed, Sunday 1

80 video, number 3

x-ray 2

lab, blood, check 1

81 menstruation 2

bleeding, irregular 1

82 vomiting, 2

RFT, LFT, report, hospital 1

83 faint, 2

break, time, ground, volleyball, ball, chest,

patient, school, teacher

1

84 dressing 3

number, file, change, ticket 1

85 night, duty, wait, OT 1

86 accident, case, hospital, police, beat 1

87 case, poison, vomiting, faint, nonstop, number 1

88 delivery 2

ticket 1

89 bleeding 2
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video, x-ray, report, abortion, sister, safety,

room, vital

1

90 number 2

doctor, continue, condition, saline 1

91 death, case, postmortem, hospital, doctor 1

92 serious, vomiting, antibiotic, time 1

93 check 3

report, vomit 1

94 report, emergency, doctor 1

95 urine 3

test 2

doctor, menstruation, bottle, pregnancy, toilet 1

96 diarrhoea, food, poison, metrodil, time, ml 1

97 mucus 2

blood, TB, symptom, check, ticket 1

98 ticket 2

doctor, swelling, may, be, TT, injection,

number

1

99 dental, care, hospital, ticket, doctor 1

100 bleeding 2

cotton, number, mini, operation, ticket,

emergency, card

1

Total 657
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Appendix V

Class-wise Analysis of English Mixed Words

Table 4

Event Words Frequency Word Class

1 bill 2 N

doctor 2 N

2 doctor 2 N

x-ray 4 N

OPD 1 N(abb)

3 BP 1 N(abb)

sixty 1 adj.

by 1 Prep.

twenty 1 adj.

one 2 adj.

4 problem 1 N

doctor 1 N

continue 1 V

stomach 1 N

infection 1 N

5 CT 1 N(abb)

scan 1 V

report 2 V

6 number 1 N

patient 1 N

report 1 V

bed 2 N

7 problem 1 N

body 1 N
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patient 1 N

report 1 V

doctor 1 N

8 nurse 1 N

common 1 adj.

video 1 N

x-ray 1 N

report 1 V

thank 1 V

you 1 pro

doctor 1 N

9 discharge 1 V

sister 1 N

admission 1 N

five 1 adj.

days 1 N

ten 2 adj.

10 dialysis 1 N

discharge 1 V

advice 1 N

follow 1 V

up 1 Prep.

11 sister 1 N

copy 1 N

patient 1 N

find 1 V

out 1 adv.

number 1 N

six 1 adj.
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12 cancer 1 N

video 1 N

x-ray 1 N

report 1 V

check 1 V

up 1 prep

inform 1 V

refer 1 V

13 x-ray 2 N

sir 2 N

report 1 V

14 number 2 N

counter 1 N

15 loose 2 adj.

blood 1 N

straight 1 adj.

tight 1 adj.

16 CT 2 N(abb)

scan 2 V

bed 1 N

toilet 1 N

17 sir 1 N

ticket 1 N

18 sister 1 N

meeting 1 N

form 1 N

stamp 2 V

doctor 3 N
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19 tools 1 N

sister 1 N

steel 1 N

cupboard 1 N

ok 1 adv.

20 urine 1 N

stool 1 N

report 1 V

close 1 V

number 2 N

check 2 V

21 sir 2 N

round 1 adj.

private 1 adj.

clinic 1 N

busy 1 adj.

phone 1 V

22 blood 2 N

check 2 V

ticket 2 N

building 1 N

23 surgical 1 N

orthopedic 1 N

isolation 1 N

ECG 1 N(abb)

USG 1 N(abb)

rack 1 N

24 core 1 N
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culture 1 V

patient 1 N

doctor 1 N

bed 1 N

number 1 N

six 1 adj.

form 2 N

25 cabin 1 N

lab 1 N

sister 1 N

urine 1 N

blood 1 N

check 1 V

consult 1 V

post 1 V

ward 1 N

patient 2 N

26 cycle 1 N

sir 1 N

x-ray 1 N

building 1 N

ticket 1 N

room 1 N

number 1 N

27 medical 2 N

wound 2 N

clinic 1 N

follow 1 V

up 1 Prep.
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medicine 1 N

test 1 V

28 orthopedic 2 N

OPD 2 N(abb)

round 1 adj.

29 child 1 N

plastic 1 N

emergency 1 N

pediatric 2 N

ward 2 N

30 toilet 2 N

bottle 1 N

lab 1 N

31 x-ray 2 N

volleyball 1 N

shot 1 V

counter 1 N

room 1 N

32 local 1 adj.

doctor 1 N

vessel 1 N

operation 2 N

33 typhoid 1 N

mumps 1 N

34 pulse 1 N

hundred 1 adj.

regular 1 adj.

35 counter 1 N

ECG 1 N(abb)
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USG 1 N(abb)

sir 1 N

emergency 1 N

36 case 2 N

pneumonia 1 N

ticket 1 N

pediatric 1 N

ward 1 N

37 duty 3 N

morning 3 N

bore 1 adj.

38 phone 2 V

city 2 N

ticket 1 N

board 1 N

ambulance 1 N

number 1 N

39 x-ray 2 N

piece 2 N

file 1 N

double 1 adj.

confuse 1 V

40 excuse 1 V

me 1 Pro.

totally 1 adv.

rest 1 N

ok 1 adv.

sir 1 N

41 doctor 2 N
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gynecology 2 N

ward 2 N

patient 1 N

blood 1 N

lab 1 N

report 1 V

42 pressure 2 N

43 vitals 1 N

statistics 1 N

check 1 V

up 1 Prep.

pressure 1 N

sister 1 N

left 1 adj.

side 1 N

BP 1 N(abb)

one 1 adj.

thirty 1 adj.

by 1 Prep.

eighty 1 adj.

44 contact 2 V

medical 2 N

ward 2 N

45 number 3 N

46 number 4 N

doctor 2 N

ticket 1 N

bed 1 N

47 ward 2 N

doctor 2 N
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ticket 2 N

bed 5 N

emergency 3 N

o-positive 1 adj.

red 1 adj.

cross 1 V

round 1 adj.

OPD 1 N(abb)

blood 1 N

transmission 1 N

duty 1 N

48 ticket 2 N

counter 2 N

number 3 N

doctor 1 N

49 month 4 N

weight 2 N

LMP 2 N(abb)

plus 2 Prep.

two 2 adj.

one 2 adj.

generally 1 adv.

extra 1 adv.

first 1 adj.

second 1 adj.

third 1 adj.

thirty 1 adj.

cross 1 V

size 1 N

normal 1 adj.
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eight 1 adj.

running 1 V

date 1 N

irregular 1 adj.

menstruation 1 N

50 care 1 V

TT 1 N(abb)

vitamin 1 N

51 plaster 2 V

madam 1 N

emergency 1 N

ticket 1 N

52 ECG 2 N(abb)

paper 1 N

sir 1 N

53 vitals 3 N

medical 2 N

ward 2 N

madam 1 N

stable 1 adj.

number 1 N

ticket 1 N

54 student 1 N

master 1 N

English 1 N

PNC 1 N(abb)

55 injection 1 N

mini 1 adj.

operation 1 N

number 1 N
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sister 1 N

oh 1 interj.

wow 1 interj.

56 duty 1 N

night 1 N

Sunday 1 N

day 1 N

off 1 adv.

57 card 4 N

disk 4 N

regular 1 adj.

doctor 1 N

58 ICU 2 N(abb)

pack 1 N

patient 1 N

serious 1 adj.

care 1 V

blood 1 N

bank 1 N

59 emergency 2 N

ticket 1 N

neurology 1 N

check 1 V

up 1 Prep.

phone 1 V

60 line 2 N

OPD 1 N(abb)

doctor 1 N

blood 1 N

report 1 V
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emergency 1 N

61 canteen 1 N

dirty 1 adj.

public 1 adj.

well 1 adv.

manage 1 V

fresh 1 adj.

quality 1 N

ok 1 adv.

62 time 2 N

regular 1 adj.

dose 1 N

tablet 1 N

63 video 2 N

x-ray 2 N

date 1 N

endoscopy 1 N

sir 1 N

64 madam 1 N

doctor 1 N

number 1 N

dressing 1 N

scissors 1 N

mini 1 adj.

operation 1 N

65 sugar 2 N

doctor 1 N

report 1 V

emergency 1 N

ticket 1 N
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bed 1 N

66 number 2 N

apply 1 V

cast 1 V

ticket 1 N

plaster 1 V

67 orthopedic 2 N

ticket 2 N

gynecology 1 N

joint 1 N

number 1 N

68 gate 2 N

height 1 N

left 1 adj.

hand 1 N

69 ICU 2 N(abb)

duty 2 N

70 oxygen 2 N

patient 2 N

number 1 N

sir 1 N

condition 1 N

71 file 3 N

patient 1 N

information 1 N

duty 1 N

find 1 V

out 1 adv.

doctor 2 N

report 2 V
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72 discharge 2 V

plan 1 V

ready 1 adj.

73 allergy 2 N

skin 1 N

medicine 1 N

oral 1 adj.

74 number 2 N

ticket 2 N

licence 1 N

check 1 V

doctor 1 N

request 1 V

75 hotel 1 N

76 passport 2 N

document 1 N

book 1 N

77 injection 1 N

bed 1 N

time 2 N

78 number 2 N

ticket 2 N

ward 1 N

79 doctor 1 N

emergency 1 N

bed 1 N

Sunday 1 N

80 video 3 N

number 3 N

x-ray 2 N
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lab 1 N

blood 1 N

check 1 V

81 menstruation 2 N

building 1 N

irregular 1 adj.

82 vomiting 2 V

RFT 1 N(abb)

LFT 1 N(abb)

report 1 V

hospital 1 N

83 faint 2 V

break 1 V

time 1 N

ground 1 N

volleyball 1 N

ball 1 N

chest 1 N

patient 1 N

school 1 N

teacher 1 N

84 dressing 3 N

number 1 N

file 1 N

change 1 V

ticket 1 N

85 night 1 N

duty 1 N

wait 1 V

OT 1 N(abb)
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86 accident 1 N

case 1 N

hospital 1 N

police 1 N

beat 1 N

87 case 1 N

poison 1 N

vomiting 1 V

faint 1 V

nonstop 1 adj.

number 1 N

88 delivery 2 N

ticket 1 N

89 bleeding 2 V

video 1 N

x-ray 1 N

report 1 V

abortion 1 N

sister 1 N

safety 1 N

room 1 N

vitals 1 N

90 number 2 N

doctor 1 N

continue 1 V

condition 1 N

saline 1 N

91 death 1 N

case 1 N

postmortem 1 N
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hospital 1 N

doctor 1 N

92 serious 1 adj.

vomiting 1 V

antibiotic 1 N

time 1 N

93 check 3 V

report 1 V

vomiting 1 V

94 report 1 V

emergency 1 N

doctor 1 N

95 urine 3 N

test 2 V

doctor 1 N

menstruation 1 N

bottle 1 N

pregnancy 1 N

toilet 1 N

96 diarrhoea 1 N

food 1 N

poison 1 N

metrodil 1 N

time 1 N

Ml 1 N(abb)

97 mucus 2 N

blood 1 N

TB 1 N(abb)

symptom 1 N

check 1 V
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ticket 1 N

98 ticket 2 N

doctor 1 N

swelling 1 V

may 1 V

be 1 V

TT 1 N(abb)

injection 1 N

number 1 N

99 dental 1 N

care 1 V

hospital 1 N

ticket 1 N

doctor 1 N

100 bleeding 2 V

cotton 1 N

number 1 N

mini 1 adv.

operation 1 N

ticket 1 N

emergency 1 N

card 1 N

657
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Appendix-VI

Sex-wise Analysis of English Mixed Words

Table 5

Sex Event no. Total

words

Total

English

words

Percentage Ratio of

English

words

Female 1, 3, 8, 11, 18, 19,

20, 25, 27, 33, 37,

40, 43,44, 45, 50,

53, 57, 61, 73 41,

89, 95, 99, 100 (25)

775 178 22.967 7.12

Male 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10,

12, 13, 14, 15, 16,

17, 21, 22, 23, 24,

26, 28, 29, 30, 31,

32, 34, 35, 36, 38,

39, 41, 42, 46, 47,

48, 49, 51, 52, 54,

55, 56, 58, 59, 60,

62, 63, 64, 65, 66,

67, 68, 69, 70, 71,

72, 74, 75, 76, 77,

78, 79, 80, 82, 83,

84, 85, 86, 87, 88,

90, 91,92, 93, 94,

96, 97, 98 (75)

2405 479 19.916 6.38

Total 100 3180 657
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Appendix VII

Photographs

Gandaki Hospital, Ramghat Pokhara

Researcher with foreign volunteers
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Researcher while collecting data

Researcher with Doctors
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Minor Operation Room


